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2cb dose 18m.

            After we had not eaten all day we ingested our "water". We
            lay back anticipating our adventure. We had based ourselves
            in Helen's room. I found the rush that lasted about 50 min.
            was the most enjoyable part and though it was very
            invigorating, it was somewhat inhibiting. It was dominated
            by a high clear crystally tight sort of feeling. It did not
            enhance our lovemaking, but it did help me to formulate some
            interesting thoughts.

            First, I'll probably not take this "particular" except for
            shows. It was really more of an intensifier of things that
            already exist in Helen and I.

            The feeling of youth, tightness and intensity are things that
            are in abundance in youth. For this reason I believe that we
            would benefit more with something (it's hard to describe)
            fatter, wetter, hotter, fuller, and active. I don't know if
            you will understand for someone your age, the metallic, cool,
            vibrant and individual feeling that 2cb enhances is better.
            That's why LSD would be more suited to the concert goers.
            Most young dead heads are still taking it and psylicibe
            instead of MDA or some of the up's and down's. The older
            "Heads" do a little hallucinogen with a lot of coke, or
            coke and downs. If they had 2cb they probably would be in to
            it. (poor them) HaHa.

            Now while it may not seem my place to do so, I'm going to
            describe what would be more suitable to Helen's and my
            physiology. Oh, by the way - No hallucinations on 2cb.

            Something wet, and hot. Some heavy sensory alterations. Lots
            of color and warm vibrations. If we could try something less
            temple high and more earthy and human. Definitely we are
            starving for a bit of hallucinations.

            Well I'm sure that Helen will tell you about the bad side
            of our experience. It was scary but understandable.

            Now that you've heard my experience, sure quite different
            from Helen's,

                                    Thank you
                                       Sasha

                                             Love
                                             Juan
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